Simplifying Fuel Supply and Logistics

Across North America

ENERGY MANAGEMENT REQUIRES COMPLEX DECISIONS
Should you install backyard bulk fuel tanks, hire mobile refuelers to fill trucks

MANSFIELD ENERGY

overnight, or issue fleet cards for purchasing fuel on the road? What about

biofuels, renewable diesel, or compressed natural gas? How will you manage
price risk? Most importantly, will you have the insight and visibility across
fleet operations to drive efficiencies and cost savings? For over 60 years,
Mansfield Energy has partnered with leading fleets across North America
to help them solve these questions.

MANSFIELD ENERGY
North American Fuel Supply and Logistics

Reduce Fuel Costs
True energy management extends

LEADING FLEETS RELY ON MANSFIELD

across the fuel supply and logistics

As the trusted partner to over 5,000 customers from commercial

value chain to generate meaningful

and industrial fleets to government agencies, Mansfield helps

cost savings. It's time to move beyond

organizations execute innovative procurement strategies and

the status quo of fuel bids that save

navigate the complex energy supply chain to operate more

fractions of a penny per gallon.

efficiently and uncover new ways to save costs.
Mansfield will help you develop a

SIMPLIFY FUEL MANAGEMENT

comprehensive fuel management

Mansfield delivers over three billion

strategy. As a fueling mode neutral

gallons annually to customers in all

supplier, Mansfield will help you reduce

50 states and Canada. Processing

fuel management costs by incorporating

almost 40,000 price changes daily,

all the major fueling methods into your

we offer you the ideal balance between supply reliability and

fuel procurement strategy, including:

price optimization. We optimize fuel prices by drawing from our
diversified supply portfolio, which includes:

• Retail fleet cards
• Cardlocks

• Mansfield-owned fuel inventory

• Mobile fueling

• Refiner and pipeline contracts

• Bulk fueling

• Rack purchases
We provide customers a single integrated
Each purchase is made with one goal in mind — lowering

platform for total visibility across all

your fuel costs, regardless of where or how you fuel.

fueling modes. Optimizing across fueling
modes and having better insights, drives
improved decisions that lower supply
costs and drive operational efficiencies.

800.695.6626 | www.mansfield.energy

MANSFIELD ENERGY
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS THAT MATTER
At Mansfield, relationships matter. We value the trust our
customers place in us and work hard to earn that trust every
day. Mansfield has built long standing customer and supplier
relationships across North America in virtually every commercial
and governmental transportation sector.

the result of putting our

FREE FUEL MANAGEMENT
ASSESSMENT

customers first – with the

Learn how you can improve fuel

constant goal to provide

procurement and data management.

reliable fuel supply and

Request a complementary fuel

expert logistics. To respond

management assessment.

These relationships are

to our customers’ daily needs, Mansfield provides 24/7

A Mansfield specialist will analyze

customer support from our operations centers located across

your fuel transaction history, fueling

North America.

methods and your business objectives
to give you an action plan to simplify

BROAD PORTFOLIO OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

processes and lower fueling costs.

Mansfield offers an unmatched portfolio of products and
services designed to take the cost and complexity out of

Contact us to schedule a consultation.
800-695-6626

fuel procurement:

info@mansfieldoil.com
• Fuel Supply and Logistics
• Mobile Fueling
• Fuel Quality Protection
Services
• Year-round Additive Program

• Consigned Fuel and
Inventory Management
• Fuel Equipment and DEF
• Backyard Fuel Site Design,
Build and Management

• Natural Gas

• Environmental Compliance

• Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF)

• Emergency Response Fuel

• Fleet Cards
• Fuel Price Risk Management
• Data Management

Supply and Logistics
• Tax Summary Reporting

MANSFIELD ENERGY
ABOUT MANSFIELD ENERGY
Serving North America's leading companies, organizations and governments, Mansfield Energy provides
innovative solutions to the most demanding energy procurement, supply and logistics challenges. Offering a
broad range of solutions including fuels, natural gas, data management tools and price risk management
services, Mansfield Energy delivers over 3 billion gallons of fuel and complementary products annually to
5,000 customers across the U.S. and Canada. Mansfield Energy is headquartered in Georgia and operates in
every U.S. state and Canadian province.

Mansfield Energy is the trusted partner to fleets across North America providing
reliable fuel supply, logistics, additives and strategic solutions.
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Delivering over
BILLION
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of fuel & complementary
products annually

900
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SUPPLY
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CUSTOMERS
across the
U.S. and Canada

60+

YEARS OF LASTING

Customer
Relationships

OUR CORE PRINCIPLES

TEAMWORK

CONSCIENTIOUSNESS

Contact us to schedule a consultation.
800-695-6626
info@mansfieldoil.com
www.mansfield.energy
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